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On the evening of Friday, November 7, 1225, the archbishop of Cologne was murdered. That surprise attack by a band of local noblemen left the city bereft of a charismatic, powerful, and decidedly controversial political and ecclesiastical leader. One year later the Cistercian monk Caesarius of Heisterbach, at the urging of the new archbishop Henry of Molenberg, attempted to remedy the loss by composing a Vita of Engelbert, praising his deeds and ultimately proclaiming him a saint. The text is an extraordinary document that contains lively narrative sequences, detailed accounts of political situations, and some remarkable theoretical wrestling with the notion of sanctity. For, as Caesarius was well aware, claims for the archbishop’s holiness were not to go undisputed; many citizens appear simply not to have liked him much, and most were aware that his spiritual concerns were not abundant. Below the surface of Caesarius’s candid biography lies a mass of questions that we can see him struggling to resolve, both for the sake of a consistent narrative and in order to persuade his skeptical audience. What is the nature of sanctity? How do miracles work? How do they relate to virtue in life? What is the relation between life and death and the afterlife? At the heart of these diverse questions lie distinct but often contradictory assumptions and expectations about Last Things. Caesarius knew he was treading on thin ice by proclaiming Engelbert a martyr who enjoyed company with God immediately following his unexpected violent death, for, as he and his readers were certainly well aware, an extended sojourn in purgatory would have been necessary for anyone else departing life with the spiritual failings of this archbishop. How were these conflicting assumptions about the “eschatology of immortality” to be reconciled?

As we shall see, Caesarius would return repeatedly to the fact of Engelbert’s murder and to its gruesome relic, the corpse, in order to work out these issues. The shock and pain of death in this case provided the pivotal point. As the archbishop’s blood flowed out, what had been spiritual deficiencies in life became wells of virtue, worldly activities were replaced by miraculous ones, and the man who in the end could not save himself in the flesh gained the power to save the souls of others. While my account of Caesarius’s biography of Engelbert is a case study of one man’s Last Things, it contains much that is relevant to a more general discussion of eschatology. Issues of life and death, body and soul, judgment and salvation form the crux of the narrative, and Caesarius’s unconventional treatment of the eschatology of immortality makes the Vita an especially valuable document when we consider thirteenth-century views of the End.

Our view of this text must be deepened and complicated on the other hand if we keep in mind that it was ultimately unsuccessful in its aims to provide Cologne with a new saint: Engelbert was never canonized (nor, it appears, was a formal canonization process even initiated), and the spate of miracles so dutifully recorded in the Vita seems to have died along with Caesarius in around 1240. The Vita did not attract interest until the sixteenth century, when it was reworked in 1575 by Laurentius Surius. Eight years later Engelbert’s name was entered for the first time into the Roman Martyrology, although his feast day was not celebrated publicly until 1617. Renewed interest in the archbishop’s relics followed immediately; they were translated in 1622 and in 1631 received a glorious new reliquary. Tourists visiting the Cologne Cathedral Treasury today can marvel at the lavishness of the precious materials and the dramatic poses of the little bishop figures that line the sides of the cofers, gazing attentively at the scenes from the life of Engelbert depicted on silver relief plaques just above their shoulders: Engelbert saying mass, Engelbert feeding the hungry, Engelbert stabbed amid a flurry of cloaks and horses’ hooves. To be sure, there is a far greater emphasis on the archbishop’s pastoral care and personal piety in these images than there is in Caesarius’s Vita—a reflection of the very different concerns of the Church during the Counter-Reformation that were also manifested in the title of Engelbert’s new Vita with its emphasis on his “defensione ecclesiastica libertatis et Romanae Ecclesiae obedientiae.” The shrine, of course, is likewise couched in a drastically different visual idiom from that current at the time of his death—one need only compare the sprawling baroque effigy with the solemn wooden statue of Engelbert produced around 1240 (now in Münster). Nonetheless, in the narrative panels that frame the archbishop’s bones, the words of Caesarius continue to resonate.

During his nine-year reign, Caesarius tells us, Archbishop Engelbert II
of Berg proved himself a fierce and enthusiastic civic protector. His position established him as the most powerful official in the Holy Roman Empire after the emperor himself, and when after a tumultuous adolescence he grasped the reins of office, it was with evident glee. A member of one of Cologne’s oldest and most formidable families, he aimed to reestablish Cologne’s prominence after decades of political and economic turmoil, and he swiftly put to an end the war, famine, inflation, and interdicts that had characterized his predecessors’ reigns. He rebuilt crumbling defensive walls, resuscitated long-dead trade routes, and proudly assumed the role of a “new Solomon” as he stunned visiting kings and dignitaries with the splendor of his markedly improved city. Along with his duties as chief imperial administrator and local prince, Archbishop Engelbert worked to renovate churches, welcomed members of the young mendicant orders (who were still treated with suspicion), and reestablished the by then hazy boundaries between secular and ecclesiastical privileges, successfully reclaiming for the church numerous properties long oppressed by local nobles. At the same time, we are told, he exercised an ardent love for peace and zeal for justice, hearing and helping the local downtrodden in their plights against greedy lawyers, highwaymen, and even the ecclesiastical bureaucracy of which he himself was a part. In this, Engelbert follows the model of lay male piety established in Odo of Cluny’s tenth-century Life of Saint Gerald of Aurillac, but in contrast to Gerald, as we shall see, Engelbert displays no religious motivations or corresponding ascetic behavior.

Like those of other charismatic power-holders (then as now), Engelbert’s bold actions and forceful character caused sharp divisions in public opinion about him. Nevertheless, whether one loved and admired or feared and resentment him, his far-reaching influence, diplomatic savvy, and administrative ingenuity were widely recognized and often appreciated by contemporaries. Nor did his lack of concern for pastoral duties or spiritual care seem to bother his contemporaries, who must have taken for granted the essentially secular, political nature of a powerful bishop-prince’s duties. Although personal piety and an ascetic life did matter in questions of episcopal sanctity, as contemporary canonization documents make clear, it is, as C. Stephen Jaeger has reminded us, abundantly evident from surviving bishops’ biographies that “piety was not a requisite quality for the position [of bishop] in the same way that statesmanship and administrative skill were.” One can hardly obtain a clearer picture of the duties and qualities associated with the powerful bishop-princes of thirteenth-century Germany than from the verses written by the proimperial poet-propagandist Walther von der Vogelweide, praising Engelbert’s achievements in the early 1220s:

Von Kölnr weder bischof, sinit von schulken frō.
ir hánt dem riche wol gedienet und alsō,
daz iuwer lob da enzwechen stiget unde swelher bo,
s iuwer wederkeit dekelen boesen zagen swäre,
fürsten meister, daz si ù als ein unmitte dró.
gemnauer kùnges pflegere, ir st höher mare,
keizers êren tröst bez dáme le kanzelare,
der kùnge und fielß tœtset megde kamerere.10

Noble bishop of Cologne, you have good cause to be happy. You have served the empire well—so well that your fame has grown in the meantime, and now hovers high. Should your esteem be offensive to any common cowards, you chief of princes, may that be to you an empty threat. Loyal guardian of the king, you are widely famous—better than any chancellor the guarantor of the emperor’s honor, protector of Three Kings and Eleven Thousand Virgins.

Perhaps, joining in Walther’s optimism, Engelbert took those words too much to heart and dismissed completely the threats that “common cowards” were indeed to pose. In any case, what began as a straightforward but ir- reconcilable dispute between the archbishop and his distant cousin Count Frederick of Isenberg over rights to a local munimony ended in Engelbert’s bloody death in 1225. Modern scholarship, beginning with a 1917 article by Wolfgang Kleist, maintains that the original plan had simply been to kidnap not kill the archbishop.16 Frederick, who under the mask of friendship was accompanying Engelbert on a journey to a church dedication ceremony in the outer reaches of the diocese, had treacherously arranged for some twenty-five of his men to wait in ambush along the sides of where Caesarius describes as a “convex road,” a narrow path embedded between steep wooded hills near to the town of Gevelsberg. When the men, well concealed by the trees, leaped down to seize the vulnerable archbishop, the violence was evidently meant to stop there. But the plan backfired. For the archbishop, suddenly “made stronger,” surprised the hitmen by struggling vigorously against them, and the attackers lost all control and drew their daggers. What followed, according to an eyewitness report, was a frenzied free-for-all, with the men brutally pounding, stabbing, and chopping away at the indignant, terrified, and ultimately helpless archbishop.17 When Engelbert’s companions, worried that he had been taken captive by his enemies, turned back to search for him, they nearly stumbled over his prone body lying in the dirt. One can only imagine their shock to find their proud and robust leader now a filthy, bloody corpse—“exceedingly horrible to see” and, to add insult to injury, even stripped of his characteristically sumptuous attire.
erick of Isenberg—were tracked down, tried, and publicly executed. And it was one year after the murder, in November 1226, that the middle-aged Prior Caesarius from the monastery at Heisterbach presented to the new archbishop Henry of Molenaar a Vita of Engelbert declaring him a saint.

Although the Vita was written at Henry's request—as the preface, conventional claims of modesty and unworthiness insist—there is good reason to believe that Caesarius was already deeply engaged in the tumultuous events surrounding the hero's life and death. He included a passionate lament about the murder in a sermon composed immediately after the killing and probably, given the ambivalent attitude displayed toward the archbishop's life, even before the miracles began to occur. And in the prologue to a new collection of miracle stories known as the Liber miraculorum (1225–26), Caesarius announced his intention to include a Vita of Engelbert as Books IV and V. That plan was ultimately not borne out, probably because the subsequent official commission would have rendered it superfluous.

Modern scholars, of course, are well familiar with Caesarius of Heisterbach as an enthusiastic observer, reporter, and interpreter of things miraculous, and his peers in thirteenth-century monastic communities also recognized him as such. His Dialogue on Miracles was a best-seller, so to speak, even as he was writing it—much to his own annoyance, for in a letter to a Prior Peter of Marienstatt he complains of certain monks and nuns snatching up portions to copy before his careful revisions were complete. Although representing a different genre, the Vita of Engelbert is no less characterized by vivid local color, narrative candor, and wide-eyed wit than those collections of exempla—the lively account of the archbishop's murder, supplemented by an eyewitness report, has been praised by modern commentators as "among the best [passages] that Caesarius ever wrote."

As a historical document, however, the Vita remains as problematic and controversial as its very subject had been. By defying attempts to categorize it definitively as "true" historical biography or as a bit of myth-making hagiography, its structure has long frustrated modern scholars. Its content presented no less a problem to Caesarius's own contemporaries (as he himself notes), many of whom were indeed skeptical that the worldly, wealthy man they knew could possibly be the healing, punishing, and vision-stimulating holy man whose pious activities were being recounted. This, of course, is a dilemma that must have vexed many hagiographers of recognizable, recently dead persons: namely, how to reconcile a physical, time-bound life in the world with a spiritual, ahistorical holy existence. Saintly bishops—whose nonsaintly peers were frequently commemorated in laudatory episcopal biographies—
vided special problems for their biographers, who had to combine the traditions of hagiographical and biographical writing to produce a new picture of a man who was both a secular administrative whiz and a pious ascetic. In fact, in spite of the low expectations for piety in bishops as essentially political figures, all five bishops who both died and were canonized during the thirteenth century—William of Bourges (d. 1209, can. 1218), Hugh of Lincoln (d. 1200, can. 1220), Edmund of Canterbury (d. 1240, can. 1247), William Pinchon (d. 1234, can. 1247), and Richard of Chichester (d. 1253, can. 1262)—displayed a penchant for ascetic, distinctly mendicant-influenced ideals, acting as models of humility, poverty, generosity, and so on. As in the case of Gerald of Aurillac, such behavior was closely tied to active thaumaturgical powers, so that their sanctity was recognized and praised during their lifetimes.

This was distinctly not the case for Engelbert. In his sermon on the parable of the Good Samaritan (Luke 10: 30), preached immediately after the murder, Caesarius openly laments the archbishop’s journey in life from Jerusalem to Jericho—the route along which the man of the parable was attacked by robbers and left for dead.

And perhaps, as most people suppose, God wanted to erase his descent from Jerusalem to Jericho [through his death]. Through Jerusalem, in which the temple was and therefore true religion, are indicated things spiritual; through Jericho, things worldly and secular. While [Engelbert] had been bishop and duke, he directed his attention less to those former things and went far down into the latter. This happened to such an extent that one of our monks said to him, “Lord, you are a good duke, but not a good bishop!”

In the Vita, too, Caesarius does not hesitate to inform us of the future archbishop’s “complete and manifold” absorption as a youth in “the glories of worldly things” (even while already holding several high ecclesiastical offices), he portrays him as completely entrapped by “nets of demons, tools and snares of sinners.” How, then, was Caesarius to explain the postmortem Engelbert, who appeared in visions performing mass—in one instance, his own memorial mass—or clad all in white and riding a mule humbly into church? In seventy-nine recorded episodes over a period of ten years, this new Engelbert healed the blind, deaf, crippled, and insane and punished disbelievers, working miracles both through his relics at Cologne and through his blood soaking the ground at Gevelsberg. And his sanctity was recognized now not only by those men and women who experienced his powers directly, but was also asserted by demons, who grudgingly praised the saint and described his heavenly status through the mouths of possessed people.

How could this be? The matter worried the knights and merchants who, Caesarius informs us, were apt to declare: “We cannot in any way believe that this proud, greedy man, entirely given over to the world, is able to work miracles”—and the issue clearly bothered Caesarius as well.

And so, as a preface to his account of Engelbert’s postmortem, holy activities, Caesarius offers a most unusual theory. The wonders that were occurring both at the archbishop’s tomb in Cologne cathedral and at the site of his murder must not be regarded, he explains, as “the substance of sanctity, but are a certain signal of sanctity. Nor would it have been necessary,” he continues, “that bishop Engelbert be distinguished by miracles after death if his life had been more perfect before death. The blessed Ebergisil and Saint Agiolf, both bishops of Cologne, both innocents murdered by guilty men, were crowned with martyrdom. They nonetheless were distinguished after death by rather few miracles, since it was not necessary that miracles recommend after death those whom a most holy life had recommended before death.” This argument represents a surprising departure from traditional theories of the miraculous—and it was deliberately so, as we can see from Caesarius’s pointed distortion of the truth that many miracles had in fact long been attributed to the earlier bishops.

As the compiler of a monumental collection of miracle stories, Caesarius was certainly aware of contemporary theoretical discussions of miracles and was one of the first to offer a definition of miracles as violating the ordinary course of nature. But although the exact nature of miracles and their relation to individual sanctity was under debate at the time, most theologians agreed that true miracles were worked by God through a person distinguished by his or her individual merits. Of course, it was difficult in the Middle Ages (as it remains today) for an individual to be acknowledged widely as a saint if he or she did not work miracles after death, regardless of his or her virtues during life. Nonetheless, miracles were tricky things; they could be performed fraudulently, for example by magicians or disguised demons, as well as legitimately by real saints, and medieval people were careful to distinguish between “true” and “false” displays. One way of ascertaining that miracles were real and not delusions or falsely inspired was to examine the wonder-worker’s life, whether it conformed in virtue to the astonishing deeds and whether this was a person through whom God would want to work.

In the eyes of many of his contemporaries, Engelbert was clearly not such a person, and it was probably to counter popular skepticism that Caesarius contrived his unusual miracle theory. His claim here is that the miracles of Engelbert must be understood as signifying not a holy life—for as every-
one well knew, the archbishop was little concerned with either spiritual or pastoral duties—but rather a holy death. In order for his miraculous capacities to be explained convincingly, Engelbert's murder had to be presented as a type of radical conversion, a reversal and a negation of his former, worldly life—the last-minute equivalent, one might say, to St. Francis's famous renunciation of his father's goods while still a young man, and a satisfactory substitute on earth for purgatorial penance. As Caesarius states in the first chapter of the Vita, "The sanctity which he lacked in his life was replenished in full by his death; and if he was less than perfect in his manner of living, he was nonetheless made holy through his suffering." 45

Although Caesarius insists throughout the Vita that Engelbert had died "in defense of the Church," thus aligning him with traditional martyrs, he continually presents this especially gruesome manner of death as being of interest in itself. It was the unwarranted outpouring of blood, the broken bones, the grief and humiliation—for its own sake more than for its political significance—that made Engelbert like Christ, Thomas Becket, and the other holy men and women of the time who embraced physical pain as an exhilarating, expiatory state of being.46 In one remarkable passage, Caesarius begins to justify Engelbert's status as a martyr, citing various "causes" of martyrdom—innocence as in Abel, love of law as in the Maccabees, and so on—and aligning his hero, finally, with the internationally popular Thomas Becket.47 Engelbert seems, in fact, to have provided Caesarius with a figure well suited for what seems to be a particular sympathy of his for innocent victims of violent crime; he proclaimed the martyrdom of Margaret of Louvain, a young girl who was raped and murdered during a robbery of her family's home, in nearly identical terms.48 "In modern times," Caesarius argues, [Christ] "was murdered in Saint Thomas, bishop of Canterbury, because of the need to maintain the liberty of the Church. The same cause of death existed in our leader Engelbert."52

Having found a suitable parallel, he proceeds to demonstrate the man's essential sameness on several points: "That man [Thomas] was murdered for the freedom of the church of Canterbury; this one, truly, for the defense of the church of Essen. That man freed the English church from the heavy yoke of King Henry with his blood; this one, by a similar death, entrusted the church to his protection from the unbearable demands of Count Frederick."53

However, Caesarius continues, Engelbert should be admired as an even greater saint than his English counterpart because of the horrid particulars of his death.

And although the blessed Thomas sustained many troubles, damages and exile before his passion that Engelbert did not sustain, in [Engelbert's] passion it is certain that he had, nonetheless, more grief, anguish and distress than Thomas had borne. That man indeed (as we read), struck in the head with a single blow, was left in the temple by sacrilegious men; this one, his entire body bored through with many wounds by very many brigands, was left naked on a dunghill. Saint Thomas was murdered by men who openly hated him; but Saint Engelbert... by relatives and friends from whom he had anticipated nothing bad, and whom he himself had raised up. (emphasis added) 55

"This tends," says Caesarius, "to induce greater grief and to increase ill-feeling" (emphasis added).56 What Caesarius is arguing, in other words, is that for all the similarities in cause with St. Thomas, Engelbert surpasses that famous martyr in glory because he suffered more in his death. I have emphasized certain phrases within this passage in order to point out the importance Caesarius places on Engelbert's pain—both physical (the body "bored through with many wounds") and psychological ("greater grief" and "ill feeling"). Unlike early martyrs and those described in the slightly later Golden Legend, who likewise died under violent and painful conditions but remained joyful, Engelbert died sad.57 In that respect he is assimilated to Christ, who was also abandoned by his friends and executed by people to whom he had done no wrong. Brutally mauld by "many brigands," including his own relatives and supposed allies, and abandoned as a bloody, naked, and vulnerable cadaver, Engelbert died not with a typical martyr's confidence and self-righteousness—enjoying the painless "anesthesia of glory" so characteristic of other martyrs58—but with a violent struggle, in confusion, pain, sadness, and humiliation. His emphatically undignified death contrasts with his orderly, controlled, dignified life. By genuinely suffering, both physically and psychologically, Engelbert inverted and negated his former secular life and was transformed—in the formulation of St. Paul borrowed repeatedly by Caesarius—from a "vessel of wrath" into a "vessel of glory."59 That punishment on earth was enough to override any expiatory punishment after death that would otherwise have been necessary. For all his outrage and bitterness against them, Caesarius thus seems to have Count Frederick and his allies performing a service to the archbishop by shedding his blood.

The notion that suffering could function as a means of erasing sins or filling in moral deficiencies was not, of course, a new idea with Caesarius but had a long tradition in medieval thought. Writers such as St. Bonaventure applied it first of all to Christ himself—his suffering for the sins of humanity, it was held, overreached the bounds of ordinary human pain, to the extent that his body was more perfect than ordinary human bodies.60 Engelbert's suffering, too, was greater than most people's—even than that of other martyrs such as Thomas—but this, it is argued, was because he was more in need of penance than they. Caesarius tells us that as the archbishop's companions
washed and examined the corpse the day after the murder, they counted fortyseven wounds on it and bestowed on those wounds a profoundly personal
meaning by associating them with certain holes in Engelbert's spiritual life. As Caesarius recounts, "in every one of the members in which he had sinned, he was punished. He was punished many times in the head, namely on the crown, on the forehead, on the temples, lips and teeth—and so severely that rivulets of blood, flooding and flowing down, poured into and filled the hollows of his eyes, ears, nose and mouth to overflowing. He was also punished on the throat and neck, on the shoulders and back, on the chest and heart, on the stomach and hips, on the legs and feet."62

Through his very language, with its steady rhythm and repetition, Caesarius here directs us point by point through the saint's body, pressing us to envision and replay the torments it had experienced. Caesarius's insistence on the active role of his readers (or listeners) in that process is made explicit in the next clause; he has carefully enumerated the archbishop's wounds, he continues, "in order that you, reader, might recognize with what kind of baptism Christ deemed worthy to wash away whatever guilt his martyr had incurred through being proud, through seeing, hearing, smeling, tasting, thinking, being immoderate, working, touching, walking, and any other kind of frivolities, omissions and negligence of discipline whatsoever. . . . Surely, surely not without reason did he arrive at the glory of a martyr!"63 It is important to recognize that there were liturgical precedents for Caesarius's graphic description of the dead man's body parts and the role they played in his spiritual state. The rites for the sick and dying in the late ninth-century Sacramentary of Sens, discussed by Frederick Paxton, provide a striking structural parallel in their call for the anointing of the sick person "on the neck, and throat, and chest, and between the shoulders, and on the five corporeal senses, on the eyebrows, on the ears inside and out, on the end of or within the nostrils, on the outside of the lips, and similarly on the outside of the hands, so that the stains that have in any way adhered through the five senses of the mind and body by the fragility of the flesh of the body, these may be cast out by the spiritual medicine and the mercy of the Lord."64 Of course, Engelbert's death occurred too suddenly for the formal rites of the dying to have been performed. But both the language of the passage on the washing of the corpse and the ideas it contains on the linkages between body and virtue (or vice) make it clear that Caesarius understood the flooding of Engelbert's body with blood to substitute for its anointing with oil—a type of penance through blood such as has been studied in depth by Arnold Angenendt.65 In this way, what had appeared in the Vita to be a chaotic and sloppily executed attack (see Appendix to this chapter) became an act highly charged with positive religious meaning.

The wounds on Engelbert's corpse were not to be perceived only as signs pointing to the martyr's past faults. Rather, they were also the tangible stage from which God performed an intensive series of supernatural spectacles. At first it was surprising for Caesarius that Henry, the cellarer of Hemerode—who had tried to defend Engelbert from the attack—experienced "no horror" while guarding the body the night after the murder, "such as usually arises from [contact with] the cadavers of murdered people."66 Caesarius attributes this unusual bravery to the "presence of holy angels, who were exercising a heavenly watch around the martyr's body." (But, he continues, "this Henry had been a knight prior to his conversion, and was therefore probably better equipped and more brave for this kind of work than most people."")67 Such boldness in overcoming revulsion to handle the corpse was visibly and immediately rewarded in other cases. During the transport of the body back to Cologne, an older monk also named Henry was cured of a chronic limp when, "contemplating the blessed man murdered as an innocent by guilty men," he "touched the murdered man's bare arm with his own bare hand."68 But the priest who had refused to let the corpse spend the previous night in his church—"claiming that the basilica would be contaminated, whereas it would in fact have been more greatly consecrated by the martyr's blood"—was "punished very severely, by divine will, on his body even today."69 During its night at the monastery of Altenberg, the immanent power of the corpse and the intensity of the brothers' emotions were such as to induce in some of them "wonderful visions of the martyr's glory" while they slept.70

In an earlier paper in this volume, Peter Brown discusses the attitude toward the bodies and souls of the deceased manifested in the prayers of sixth-century religious men and women.71 Those persons, he argues, were confronted with a "bruising paradox" as they washed and examined the lifeless flesh of their companions, for what they recognized in those moments was that "a human soul, released from the body and still 'soiled' with the dirt of life in a sinful world now drew close to the immense purity of God and His angels."72 This attitude—and the sense of eschatology it entails—could hardly be more different from that manifested by Engelbert's friends as they cleaned his battered corpse and counted his wounds. Indeed, it appears that they perceived the experience in exactly the opposite terms: for them, the soul was made pure—and manifested its proximity to God—precisely through the messy materiality of the body. Bloody limbs that could heal or hurt a person on contact must have been seen as virtually crackling with divine energy, so that along with grief, anger, and compassion, they also had the capacity to arouse feelings of awe and admiration. The friends of Engelbert did not need to pray that God have mercy on his "soiled soul," as Brown's sixth-century
people might have. In contrast to those who understood divine mercy to come "as much from outside [the soul’s] own power to cleanse itself as did the act of the washing of the soiled, helpless corpse," Engelbert’s companions knew that the very fact of their having to clean the body of blood and dirt meant that the soul was already clean. The soul had been purified through the body’s violation.

And so, just as baptism with water could send an initiate out into life with a “clean slate,” Engelbert’s bloody end acted as a purification ritual that negated his former life and readied him for immediate entrance into the heavenly ranks. It thus constitutes the critical turning point in the archbishop’s life, a parallel to the calls-to-holiness experienced by many male saints in middle age or female saints in youth. Unlike his contemporary Francis of Assisi and Elizabeth of Thuringia, whose holiness was visible to those who knew them, however, Engelbert began to function as a saint only once his body had been hacked apart and his previous life forcefully inverted. Aligning him with the suffering Christ, Caesarius draws attention to the importance of the end in effecting that conversion. "The sun having hastened to its setting," he says,

the victim hastened to the altar with his sacrifice, so that an evening sacrifice (the most worthy under the Old Law) might be made to the Lord. Christ suffered on a Friday, at the sixth hour (that is, at midday), in order to display himself as a mediator between God and men. He wanted Engelbert, however, to suffer on the same day but at the end of the day, in order to show him crowned through a good end, and not through his preceding life... Just as it was not proper under the Old Law to present a sacrificial animal without a tail, neither will a good life without a good end be pleasing to God.

Caesarius’s account of Archbishop Engelbert’s death raises some provocative problems for current discussions of eschatology and the body. First, Caesarius is curiously, perhaps surprisingly silent when it comes to speaking explicitly of Last Things. He does not employ the traditional language of eschatology; no mention is made, for example, of the Second Coming, the Last Judgment, or the Resurrection of the Dead, and in several places Caesarius even explicitly refuses to speculate on the condition of the martyr’s soul. The question of what happened to Engelbert at the liminal stage of his death is, in fact, addressed directly only by two demons who happened to be at the scene and subsequently inhabited the bodies of a local man and a woman. One, possessing a man in Magdeburg, rejoiced at the murder of the archbishop even as he lamented his ignorance of the soul’s whereabouts: Asked by a priest what had happened to Engelbert’s soul, the demon responded sadly

(languoris voce), "Just as his eyes were covered with blood and darkened, his soul was torn away from us, and I don’t know where it went." The demon possessing a Cistercian nun outside of Cologne was rather more thorough in her account. She, too, lost sight of the soul at the moment of Engelbert’s death, a loss she attributed to her fearful confession the day before. "Alas!" she sighed when questioned about the soul, "it was snatched away from me and my companions who were all gathered around. [Engelbert] had prepared and washed himself so thoroughly before death... that we could have no claim on him." The loquacious demon went on to volunteer the reason for Engelbert’s current miracle-working prowess and to describe the power he exercised as an intercessor in heaven as well as on earth: "As he lay steeped in his blood, dying, he forgave his murderers with his whole heart, saying the words ‘Father, forgive them’ etc. On account of these words he has achieved such esteem from the Almighty that he is never refused what he requests of Him. And you should know this as a fact: no archbishop of Cologne has ever sat upon the episcopal throne who can accomplish so much with God, and whose rewards from God are so great." Supernatural essence notwithstanding, it is difficult to hold this demon as a terribly reliable reporter, in light of the rest of the Vita. Caesarius certainly never mentions the archbishop reciting Christ’s dying words in his last moments, and if we are to believe Engelbert himself, as he appeared in a vision shortly after the murder, his good-hearted forgiveness of his enemies did not endure beyond the grave. A canon of the Augustinian community of Klosterath, while celebrating a memorial mass for Engelbert one week after his death, reported that the archbishop appeared to him during the service, dressed in pontifical robes and with a serene demeanor. After performing the ritual actions alongside the astonished canon, the apparition proclaimed: "Know for certain that all those who murdered me, or at whose instigation I was murdered, shall die miserably—and that more quickly than can be believed!"

That assertion—rather hostile, it seems, for a saint, but typical of proclamations by ordinary ghosts—did not completely come true; many more persons had been involved in the crime than were in the end capitally punished. Still, at least for Canon Ludwig, the martyr’s words were not to be doubted. For immediately prior to his vengeful prediction, Engelbert had given what would be the most explicit statement in the Vita about the state of his soul after death. As Ludwig had reached the point in the commemorative mass where the names of the dead were recited, Engelbert had interrupted. "Brother," he said, "it is not necessary to name me among the dead, for I am with God and in the community of martyrs, enjoying indescribable joy."
It is noteworthy that, throughout the Vita, Caesarius refuses to discuss Engelbert's glory in heaven himself because "we do not know what it is like nor how great it might be." But he manages to make an aggressive argument for his sanctity nonetheless by placing testimonials in the mouths of both supernatural beings, who claim to have lost track of the soul, and of the archbishop himself, who claims already to be with God. Not only is Engelbert portrayed as attending God in the chorus of martyrs, but also, in the possessed nun's account, as enjoying particularly high regard from him. What this amounts to is a parallel to Engelbert's privileged status with the highest worldly authority, Emperor Frederick II (for whose son Engelbert acted as regent), during his lifetime. Indeed, the claim of the demon that Engelbert carried more weight with God than any previous archbishop of Cologne is not terribly different in essence from Walther von der Vogelweide's assertion that he had earned more esteem within the imperial administration than any other counselor. The emphasis, in this account, is on the earning of favors; it is not God's mercy that is at issue here, as it was in the early medieval cases elucidated by Peter Brown, but rather his justice, a justice that will repay a person's troubles during life with immediate entry into heaven after death while punishing wrongdoers with instant and painful retribution. It is perhaps revealing of the political climate of mid-thirteenth-century Cologne—and, most likely, of Caesarius's personal predilections as well—that the agency of God in effecting Engelbert's redemption seems to be secondary to Engelbert's own in suffering to achieve it. No thanks is given to God for his mercy, for example, nor do eschatological expectations about the Last Judgment and resurrection come into view directly. Engelbert's salvation occurs immediately, and he acts in the world as a punisher or healer with the same degree of freedom and vehemence as he had as a powerful bishop-prince. Indeed, God—like the emperor—seems to be out of town for much of this narrative.

Although his position vis-à-vis the status of the archbishop as a martyr-saint is obvious, Caesarius's reluctance to speak directly about the archbishop's soul probably stems from his own recognition of having created a new and not entirely unproblematic fusion of eschatological assumptions about personal redemption and immortality, a fusion that, like his unusual theory of miracles, may not have been wholeheartedly accepted by the public. And so his focus remains on the most striking and concrete evidence of the saint's downfall and exaltation, returning again and again to the broken body as the locus and vehicle of salvation—both Engelbert's own and that of the individuals who are cured by physical contact with it. The agony Engelbert experienced in his final moments thus replaced an extended stay in purgatory (which he clearly would have needed otherwise) and allowed him to gain full and immediate access to heaven.

That so much attention is lavished on Engelbert's suffering body as the site of salvation may also have important implications for the issue of gender and sanctity. As numerous scholars have pointed out recently, the body as presented in texts both by and about women was the special locus of female holiness. Women's soft, penetrable bodies that wept, bled, and oozed or that were miraculously hardened and closed through prolonged fasting and virginity were seen as the primary instruments for identification and union with the Divine. By depicting Engelbert's body as open, permeable, and prematurely fragmented and by making precisely those physical qualities the catalyst for the archbishop's spiritual transformation, Caesarius has blurred the conventional boundaries between male and female sanctity.

Although throughout his life Engelbert conformed to the eminently masculine model of sanctity established in Odo of Cluny's Life of St. Gerald of Aurillac, his agonizing death and the subsequent critical role of his broken body transformed him into a different sort of man. At the end of his story, we behold the dreadful and touching metamorphosis of a formidable, aggressive, and distant public persona into a pathetic mass of bleeding, naked flesh, flesh that was later intimately handled in private spaces. This ultimately redemptive shift in identity contains implications that extend beyond this figure's personal history, however. For in Engelbert's painful passage from life to death (and from there, to glory), we witness that decisive change in models of sanctity so often associated with the decades around 1200, when—under the influence of the mendicant orders—friars, bourgeois laypeople, and women increasingly supplanted powerful clerics and rulers as the saintly objects of popular admiration. The man who, like Gerald of Aurillac, had followed the old-fashioned paradigm of the just and mighty ruler, was forced in the end to take up the qualities of so many lowlier men and women of his day who strove fervently to imitate Christ in his suffering humanity. Keeping in mind the Vita's deep concern with conversion and inversion, of sudden transformations and turnings-around, Engelbert's embodiment of two paradigms of sanctity is a judicious—if startling—solution. In order to become holy, clearly, Engelbert had to be in death everything that he was not in life. And when the archbishop encountered his radical turning point on that autumn night in 1245, he found that his body provided the fulcrum. For Caesarius and Engelbert's friends alike, that fear-inducing, wonder-working flesh was then embraced in awe as a tangible token of one personal and very painful redemption.

Engelbert's hard-won salvation, however, was not an end in itself. For
Caesarius, as for any pious devotee of saints, holiness resided not only in a person's acceptance into heaven but also—more immediately—in his or her propensity to communicate with the living and to aid in their salvation. And so while by relinquishing his elevated, worldly identity and adopting a more lowly, corporeal one, Engelbert redeemed himself and earned a place in the heavenly choirs of martyrs, his story does not end there. It ends, significantly, with the intensive manhunt and execution of the villainous conspirators, most prominent among them Count Frederick of Isenberg. Following Caesarius's example, I will conclude my discussion by examining the depiction of this other murder, a murder whose goal was essentially retributive yet became, in an unexpected twist, redemptive. Here, too, it is the body and the violence inflicted upon it that act as the pivot around which a profound moral and spiritual change takes place. Moreover, the explicit connections and distinctions drawn in the narrative between Frederick's and Engelbert's deaths throw into higher relief the role of the murdered body in the archbishop's spiritual conversion.

Shortly after the death of Engelbert, Walther von der Vogelweide again gave voice to partisan sentiments surrounding the murder:

Swes lêben ich lêbe, des lét den wil ich iemer klagen.
so wê im dêr den wêrden fûrsten habe erlægen
von Kûln! owê daz in dû erde mac getragen!
in kan im nîch sîner schulde keine mørter vinden:
im ware dêze senfe ein eichin wit umbe sîen kragen,
in wîl sin euch nîh brennen noch zerliden noch schînden
noch mit dem rade zerbrechen noch euch darîf binden.
iw wart allez ob dêu helie in lêbende welie sînden.

He whose life I praise, his death I'll lament forever. And so I say—woe to him who has killed the noble prince of Cologne! Oh, that the earth can still bear him! I can find no torment bad enough to match his guilt: for him, an oaken stock around the neck would be far too mild. I don't want him to be burned, or chopped apart, or flayed, or broken on the wheel or even bound to it. I'm just waiting (to see) if hell will want to drag him, still living, down.

Contrary to this passionate contention that no punishment save going to hell alive could possibly be horrific enough for the murderer of Engelbert, Frederick did suffer upon his capture in November 1226 an excruciating series of torments prior to his expiration. The event comprises the final chapter of Book II, in which Caesarius presents it as the perfect retribution by casting it as a mirror image of Engelbert's murder. Whereas Engelbert's death had been spontaneous and chaotic, Frederick's was carefully orchestrated, involving a meticulous, piece-by-piece breaking down of his body by cool, indifferent, anonymous henchmen. Whereas Engelbert had been killed at night, Frederick's punishment takes up a full day, and he finally breathes his last at the break of dawn. Whereas the high-standing Engelbert had been laid low in a ditch, nearly invisible to his perplexed companions, the morally base and socially less lofty Frederick is elevated on a wheel set upon a tall pillar, his broken limbs all too visible to the onlookers below. Finally, whereas Engelbert had tried vigorously to defend himself, struggling against his attackers, Frederick accepts his punishment calmly and passively. Curiously, it is he, not Engelbert, who dies in the idiom of traditional martyrs: in prayer and without a struggle. Ever on the alert for things marvelous, Caesarius draws attention to the disparity between Frederick's arrogant, corrupt behavior in life and his humble and contrite attitude toward impending death, and he poignantly attributes it to a moral turnaround effected by Engelbert. The physical pain itself is what links them. While "it is fitting," he suggests,

that Frederick should perish in his body by a miserable and foul death, nonetheless we should hope that this same punishment was a medicine for his soul. For with contrition he shored out both carefully and frequently, and both to himself and publicly, confessing himself a criminal, and patiently sustained the punishment carried out on himself, even offering his individual members to be broken to pieces, of his own accord. And when that merciless executioner wroght upon his back [Ps 128:3], inflicting sixteen blows with the hatchet, he did not utter a sound—so that everyone wondered.

The thoughtful mirroring and inversion that Caesarius constructed in the death scene are most clearly manifested in the image of Frederick's adventus into the city as a prisoner. "But what's more," he relates, "God having arranged it, on almost the same day as when, one year before (anno revolutato), Engelbert was carried dead into the city [accompanied by] the grief of the masses, Frederick, with the desire of the masses, was brought as a prisoner through the opposite gate. And on the fourth day—when, that is, the first seven-day celebration was being performed with great attendance the previous year (revolutato anno)—this man was raised up on a wheel in an exceedingly unsightly manner and with many torments.

The phrase Caesarius uses to convey the time lapse between the current action and the previous year, anno revolutato, captures beautifully the idea of turning around, of a movement from one point on a circle to the point directly opposite itself—in short, a conversion of the kind that, I have argued,
forms the very backbone of Engelbert’s own story. As if to reinforce this idea, Caesarius even uses a reversal of words in the passage, moving from the construction anno revoluto when describing the double-entrance into the city walls, to revoluto anno when recounting Frederick’s death. The torture wheel—rota—brings in a further, concrete image of that turning process so crucial to the narrative. It is only when he is placed upon that wheel, one year after the commemorative mass for Engelbert, that Frederick—astonishingly—is transformed from antitype, an inverted Engelbert, to type, that is, a parallel of Engelbert. For, like the archbishop for whose death he was responsible, it is through the absolute destruction of his body that the count is ultimately redeemed.

In Frederick’s final moments, the points on the revolving circle converge at last; as the “merit of the martyr Engelbert who, dying, prayed for his enemies”99 is passed on to his greatest enemy, the guilty one embraces that “grace” to pray for himself.100 If bleeding, breaking, suffering, and praying during the process of death provided Engelbert with the ability to work wonders, then perhaps this extension of grace to an enemy likewise experiencing bodily fragmentation—allowing his own murderer to be saved in the end—can be counted as his greatest miracle of all.

Appendix


BOOK II, CHAPTER 7: THE DEATH OF ENGELBERT AND ITS AFTERMATH

They arrived at the place of ambush around dusk. And behold: Count Frederick, contemplating the enormity of his villainous plan and starting to abhor it, began to say to his men, “Woe to me, a wretched man! What kind of thing is this, that I wanted to do: to murder my lord and cousin?” But those others—the same men whom he himself had sparked earlier with the breath of Behemoth—soon rekindled him, inciting him to the evil deed with such force that, like an asp, he grasped again all the more ardentbly the very venom he had rejected not long ago.

Soon afterward, in a discussion with Herenbert, he revealed his will concerning the bishop’s murder.101 Then, in accordance with the instructions he had given his brother the steward, Frederick met up with Herenbert of Schwert and sped up ahead to where the lord archbishop was. When they reached the base of the mountain, the count declared: “Lord, this is our road.” The bishop replied: “May the Lord protect us!” For, indeed, he was not without suspicion. Having lingered awhile, the count next positioned other attendants behind Engelbert, directing them to assist Herenbert in the act he had initiated. As the bishop entered onto the concave road flanked by two narrow footpaths, the count’s servants who had been sent ahead made such a clatter as they awaited him that the lord archbishop himself wondered at the noise (so the cellarer of Hemmerode testifies today). Some of the attackers were approaching from the right side, others from the left, while still others followed behind with the count to observe the ambush. Then, as a signal to those who were hiding, Herenbert let loose a whistle so horribly loud that not only the men who were ignorant of the treachery were stunned, but so were the horses on which they were sitting. Soon those who had gone ahead drew their swords and turned back around. Seeing this, a certain soldier standing between the count’s men and the bishop shouted in terror, “Lord, get on your horse right away, for death is at the door!” (A noble youth from Hemmersbach was leading the horse behind Engelbert’s back.) Seeing that he had jumped onto the horse, the count’s attendants threw themselves upon Engelbert, one of them severely wounding him on the leg. No one went to his defense except Conrad of Dormund, who, with his sword drawn, threw himself upon Herenbert Rennekoie. But this Herenbert anticipated him, and struck him a heavy blow to the forehead. When Conrad turned away from him, Herenbert then wounded him between the shoulders [i.e., on his back].

Pay attention: This is the same Herenbert who shortly beforehand had forewarned the bishop of the plot, so that he would be able to extricate himself should the matter turn out differently than he hoped (Vita II:3). Seeing all this going on, “all” those who were with the bishop, “leaving him, fled” [Matt. 26:56], so that the words written about our Lord through the prophet were fulfilled in them: “I will strike the shepherd, and the sheep of the flock shall be dispersed” [Matt. 26:31].

After that, what happened to the bishop could not be fully ascertained, because of both the flight of his men and the imminent night. But the will of
God caused the following events to take place, in order that the chronology and the manner of the martyrdom could be made manifest. It so happened that Count Frederick was captured upon his return from Rome, and led as a prisoner to Cologne. Once there he openly confessed his own guilt and pointed out by name the other performers of the parricide, accusing even his own brothers (mentioned above) as likewise being guilty. Along with himself and another man, his scribe Tobias was captured. Placed in chains and in the hope of subsequent indulgence, he exposed in writing in what manner and by whom the blessed bishop was murdered, in agreement with the facts that the agonized confession in Rome of the count and the other abominable men had brought to light. This he did at the request of certain canons (those who had also strongly urged me to write), in order that the account could be written more accurately. This said about the matter, shall suffice.

And when the lord bishop had gone far enough along the concave road—so writes Tobias—the attendants who had been sent ahead, by seizing his horse's bridle, turned the horse around so violently that they wrenched the bridle from his hands. Unable to leave the road by either side (as it was concave and very narrow), the archbishop fled down the slope, in the middle of the road. But the men followed him, and Joachim wounded the horse on the thigh. Since they could not overtake him from either side of the road, Herenbert, on horseback, leaped off the road onto the steepest footpath and caught him (as he was to confess), seizing Engelbert violently by the collar of his cloak and dragging him down sideways as he bent forward, until they were both on the ground. But soon the bishop, who was stronger than the other man, rose up again vigorously and fled off the road into the bushes, with Herenbert still clinging, alone, to the edge of his cloak. When the count heard this clamor in the bushes, he rushed closer and is said to have shouted: "Grab him and don't let him go: For the man is being made stronger than we are!" Then the bishop uttered words of supplication, and said: "Saint Peter, with what [crime] do these men charge me?" Gnashing his teeth, Frederick replied: "Bring me the thief! Bring me the man who disturbs us, and spares no one!" At this point Giselher, observing Herenbert clinging to the archbishop's cloak, rushed down and, chasing after them frantically, struck the first wound on Engelbert's head; and with the second blow, I believe, he cut off his hand; finally, that same Giselher ran his body through with his sword. These words are Tobias's.

At the same time, Jordan, a man whom Engelbert had banished, rushed suddenly onto the scene to inflict the largest wound on his head (so he bragged in Isenberg), causing the bishop to cry a second time: "Oh woe!"

Then, turning to him again, Herenbert bored through him once more with his dagger, while Count Frederick wailed and shouted: "Woe to me, a wretched man! That's going too far!" When Giselher (whom I mentioned before) tried to chop off Engelbert's head, it was to Frederick that Godfrey, whom the Count had sent out to stop him, dragged Giselher by the hair. Still, barely ten paces separate the oak tree by which the men first attacked Engelbert to the place where he was finally dragged down, completely decimated (and where now, above the site of his martyrdom, a chapel has been constructed). It was at this spot that that herd, like rabid dogs and famished sons of perdition, bored into his whole body with the sharpest daggers prepared for the event, so that between the top of his head and the soles of his feet not a single part of his body remained free of wounds. This is just like what was said by the prophet regarding the figure of Christ, whose member Engelbert became by dying for the sake of justice: "Many dogs have encompassed me; the council of the malignant hath besieged me" and so on (Ps. 21:17).

Next it is said that one of the men sliced into the bottom of his foot, in order to appraise whether he was in fact dead. And then they all rushed back onto their horses, reconvene at the place where the count was waiting, and left the body lying on the ground. Oh blind presumption! Oh madness not of men but of beasts, which did not shirk from so boldly, so cruelly, so odiously murdering the anointed one of the Lord, the priest of the Lord, a mighty pontiff, and not just any pontiff, but the father and prince of pontiffs—and, what should have been most terrifying of all, the most powerful duke and guardian of the Roman Empire. Having succeeded in the murder, the men, full of the devil, departed with their count—or rather that instigator of the entire malice—leaving the priest of the Lord to lie upon a dungheap as if he were not anointed with oil.

A certain knight named Leonius, who had remained with Engelbert when he was first attacked, chased after Henry the cellarer of Hemmerode, who had gone a little way ahead. "Oh lord cellarer," he said, "what should we do? Our lord the archbishop has been seriously wounded and taken captive by Count Frederick." By this he related simply that which he had seen, thinking that this is what had really happened. Unimaginably distressed, Henry replied: "Surely it would be proper to go back and see what is going on around him, or find out where he is being taken." They turned back immediately to the site of the murder, where they heard noises of the attendants wandering around in the woods. It was already night. And while they were walking about and looking around, they stumbled over the destroyed body of the martyr, which was full of holes and exceedingly horrible to see.
Greatly alarmed, the men left to retrieve from the nearest houses a stinking cart which had carried dung earlier that same day; this was by the cellarer’s advice, so that the body would not perhaps be disgracefully treated by wild animals should it remain in the woods overnight. But behold: The body of that glorious prince, which when they left it was still partially clothed, they found almost completely naked when they returned. For aside from his leggings and overshirt, which hung about his neck, the attackers had left him with nothing; his undershirt and a little cap, though, were still to be found next to the body. All these things were so steeped in blood and so torn to pieces that the thieves had passed over them as if they were not of the barest use. But through them many healing cures have been effected, even today.

From Decay to Splendor
Body and Pain in Bonvesin da la Riva’s
Book of the Three Scriptures
Manuele Gragnolati

Bonvesin da la Riva’s Book of the Three Scriptures is an eschatological poem that describes hell in the Black Scripture, Christ’s passion in the Red Scripture, and heaven in the Golden Scripture. Enormous attention is given to the body within the whole text, which opens with contempt for the decay and rottenness of the earthly body and ends with triumphal praise of the splendor of the glorious body. In this essay I will analyze the meaning of the emphasis granted to the body in the poem and discuss the portrayal of Christ’s passion as the midpoint in the transformation of the body from decay to splendor.

Bonvesin da la Riva was a tertiary of the Humillati and arguably also of the Franciscans. He was born in Milan before 1270 and died between 1313 and 1315.2 The Book of the Three Scriptures was written in the Milanese dialect in the last decades of the thirteenth century and was composed to be sung and recited orally to a wide and popular audience. It was a sort of oral preaching whose goal was more practical than explanatory or expository.3 The author announces his expectations at the beginning of the work, where he stresses that understanding is necessary but putting such understanding into action is absolutely essential:

Listening without understanding would have no effect, and the person who understood quite well would still accomplish nothing if he failed to put into action what he had understood. That to which man fails to commit his intellect and energy is of no avail. In this book of ours, there are three sorts of script. The first is black and full of fear; the second is red; the third is fair and pure, wrought in gold only, speaking of great sweetness. Thus, the time comes for speaking of the black script, of the birth of man, of life and death, of the twelve pains of hell, where there is great woe. May
This is a revised and expanded version of a paper presented at Columbia University's Seventh Annual Medieval Guild Conference in October 1996. It grew out of research conducted during a year-long seminar at Columbia with Caroline Walker Bynum, to whom many patient readings and incisive criticisms this essay owes a great debt and for whose generous enthusiasm and support I am immensely grateful. Many thanks also go to the other members of the seminar, especially Anna Harrison and Manuele Gragnolati, for the fruitful dialogues we carried on throughout the year and to Christopher Ranney for his insightful readings and comments.
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Sine enim non sunt de substantia sanctitatis, sed quaedam indicia sanctitatis. Nee fusisce occasus dominus episcopus Engelbertius sanctus clarissimus post mortem, si vertis perfectionis fusisset ante mortem. Beatus Evergildus et sanctus Agilolus Coloniensis episcopus, ambo a nocentibus incognitos occisi, martirio coronati sunt; qui tamen post mortem paucis admodum signis clarenserunt, quia non erat necesse, ut post mortem commendare miracula, quos ante mortem commendaret vita sanctissima.

Klaus Schreiner has thoroughly explored medieval suspicions that attended both saints who lived good lives but did not perform miracles after death and those who worked wonders without having lived exceptionally well—both types sanctioned in this passage by Caesarius—in his studies “Discrimen veri ac falsi: Ansätze und Formen der


43. Pointed out in an editor’s note, VE III: 382.

44. See his DM, dist. 10, cap. 1, 2:217. As the works of Klaus Schreiner (see note 42) and Benedicta Ward (see n. 45 below), make clear, miracles presented many problems to theologians trying to explain them, and their explanations tended to be at odds with the practices and beliefs of ordinary people. Many thanks to Caroline Walker Bynum for bringing this point up and for helping me to rethink and complicate my understanding of this rich issue.


46. Especially Schreiner, “Discrimen veri ac falsi,” see note 42.

47. Ibid.

48. VE I: 1, 236: “Sanctitarem, quae vite defuit, mors pretiosa supplicavit, et si minus perfecta erat in conversatione, sanctus tamen effectus est in passione.”


50. VE II: 16, 276.

51. See DM, dist. VI, cap. 34, 386–87.

52. VE II: 16, 276: “[... ]tempore moderniori in sancto Thoma episcopo Cantuariensis occisus est propter libertatem ecclesie conservandam. Eadem causa mortis extitit in presule nostro Engelberto.”

53. Ibid., 276–77: “Occibuit ille pro liberae ecclesie Cantuariensis, iste vero pro defensione ecclesie Essendienis. Liberavit ille ecclesiam Anglicanam sanguine suo de gravi tuo regin Henrici; liberavit isticque morte sua ecclesiam sua defensioni commissam de intolerabili exactione comis Frederici.”

54. This is the first time the title “saint” is applied to Engelbert in the Vita.

55. VE II: 277.

Et licet beatus Thomas ante passionem multa sustinuit incommoda, dampna et exilia, que non sustinuit Engelbertus, in ipsa tamen passione plus doloris, angoris et confusionis certum est eum Thoma tollerasse. Ille enim, sicut legimus, in capite
uno icnu cesus a sacrilegis relictus est in templo; 
iste vulneribus multis et a laceribus
pluribus tuto corpore confessus, nudi relictus est in sterquilinio. Sanctus Thomas 
occius est ab eius qui eum aperte oederant; sanctus verno Engelbertus [quod maxem
inferre solet dolorem et augere invidiun] a cognitio et amicitia, de quibus nichil
mill presumebat et quos ipse sublimaverat (emphasis added).

36. See the passage in brackets in the preceding note.
37. Perhaps some earlier bishops, such as Otto of Bamberg, would have been
envious of Engelbert’s good fortune in having his sins cleared in this way. Compare
Otto’s response to an assault by pagan Slavs during a missionary expedition (as
described by Morrison, History as a Visual Art, 146): “With joyful spirit and cheerful
countenance; he had gone into the mêlée hoping to receive the crown of martyrdom.
He had been struck down into the mire. When he pulled himself up, he raised his
hands to heaven, giving thanks that, though he had not been slaughtered, he had
at least been worthy to receive one blow in God’s name."

38. The formulation is Caroline Walker Bynum’s. On the complicated issues
involved in the feeling or lack of feeling of pain during violent death, and its
implications for the understanding of resurrection, see her discussion of early Christian martyrs
in The Resurrection of the Body in Western Christianity, 200–338 (New York: Columbula
39. VE I: 2, 228, on Engelbert’s fall into sin as a young man: “Hoc idcirco
commemoro, ut cognoscar lector, de quali vire martiern si bi elegiter Dominus, de ‘vase
ire’ faciens ‘vas glorie.’” The citation is from Romans 5:22–23.
40. See the Brevologium, Part IV, Chapter 9, in The Works of Bonaventure II,
trans. José de Vinck (Paterson, N.J.: St. Anthony Guild Press, 1963), esp. 172. See also
the essay by Manuele Gragnolati in this volume. I am grateful to Gragnolati for many
illuminating discussions about these issues.
41. According to Caesar’s, 40 is the number of pence, while 7 signifies the
gifts of the Holy Spirit; see VE II: 8, 265.
42. VE II: 8, 265: “In omnibus sequi membris, in quibus percuterent, punitus
est. Punitus est in capite multiplicer, sicut apparet: in eius pilleo, silecte in vertice,
in fronte et occipite, in tympanibus, labiis et dentibus, et tam graviter, ut rivulis
sanguinis inundantes et decurrentes fossas ocullorum, aurium, narii orisque infiltrerunt
et repellent. Punitus est etiam in gurto et collo, in humeris et dorso, in pectore et
corde, in ventre et coxis, in curibus et pedibus . . . .”
43. Ibid., 265–66: “ut cognoscas, lector, qualit baptemoChristus in martire suo
diuere dignatus sit, quidquid culpe contraxerat superbiendo, videndo, audiendo, ollaf
icio, puido, gostando, cogitando, luxurando, operando, tangendo, grediendo sive alius
quisbucusque levitibus, omisionibus et negligentibus circa disciplinam. . . . Certa,
certe non sine causa ad gloriam martiri pervenit.”
44. Frederick S. Paxton, Christianizing Death: The Creation of a Ritual Process
45. Arnold Angenendt, Heilige und Reliquien: Die Geschichte ihres Kultus vom
62–65; on 64–65 he includes the same passage from the Engelbert Vita that I discuss

The quasi-supernatural powers associated with blood in the early modern period are
treated by Piero Camporesi, Juice of Life: The Symbolic and Magic Significance of Blood,

46. VE II: 7, 263: “nunquam aliquis horribilis ex illius contactu, sic de cadavere
occlusionis fieri assolet, passus est.” Fear of cadavers — especially murdered ones
— is treated by Ronald C. Finucane, Appearances of the Dead: A Cultural History of
Ghosts (London: Junction Books, 1982); and Jean-Claude Schmitt, Ghosts in the Middle
Ages: The Living and the Dead in Medieval Society, trans. Teresa Lavender Fagan (Chi-

47. VE II: 7, 263: “Haut dubium quin ex presenta sanctorum angelinum gratia
hec, qui circa corpus mortuis celestia eccubia celebrabant. Euerat enim idem Hen-
ricus ante conversionem miles et tanto fortiitad ad huiusmodi opus expediitor et auda-
cior quanto assecurit.”

48. VE II: 8, 264: “Henricus vero, cum ob crurs sui infirmitatem in uno pede
nudaret, cognitas beatum vitrum a nectentibus innocenter occisum, occis corporum
nudum nuda manu tetigit, et plena fidei semem beneficientem at crus nudum trans-
nitintens, gradum pedis vacillantis roboravit.

49. VE II: 7, 263: “Quod Suetnne perdurantes, cum in ecclesia illud ponere
decresceat, non permittat sacrand, contaminationem basile pretendenst, cum magis
sanguinis mortuis desieraeret. Propre quod et alia quedam, in quibus mortuis gregarius
demeruent, usque hodie graviter satis in suo corpore divinatus flagellatur.” Fear of com-
taminating powers inherent in dead bodies is of course very ancient and widespread,
among the Céli De in eighth-century Ireland, for example, a priest who was present at
the moment of a sick person’s death would not be allowed “to perform the sacrifice [of
the Mass] until a bishop should consecrate him”: see Paxton, Christianizing Death, 85.

50. VE II: 8, 264: “[D]einde cum vocibus Iacrinum corpus oratorio intro-
fere rentes,] eadem nocte quibusdam fratibus quidam mirifico visiones de gloria mortuis
ostente sunt, in somnibus tamen.” 

51. Peter Brown, “The Decline of the Empire of God: Anomaly, Penance, and
the Afterlife from Late Antiquity to the Middle Ages,” this volume.

52. Ibid.
53. Ibid.
54. This cleansing process began with Engelbert’s extraordinarily fearful con-
fession to the bishop of Minden just prior to embarking on his final journey. It occurred
immediately after he had brushed off rumors of Frederick’s plot. See VE II: 4, 254–55.
55. On the complex issue of conversion to sanctity, which varied according to a
person’s social status, gender, and birthplace, see Donald Weinstein and Rudolph M.
Bell, Saints and Society: The Two Worlds of Western Christendom, 1000–1700 (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1983); on women’s conversions as process or continuity
rather than reversal, see Caroline Walker Bynum. "Women’s Stories, Women’s Sym-
bole: A Critique of Victor Turner’s Theory of Liminality;” in her Fragmentation and
Redemption: Essays on Gender and the Human Body in Medieval Religion (New York:

56. See the accounts of their lives in James of Voragine’s Golden Legend, trans.
Granger Ryan and Helmut Rippelger (New York: Longmans, Green, 1941), 597–609
(Graczi) and 675–88 (Elizabeth); and André Vauxe, “Jacques de Voragine et les

77. VE II: 6, 258:

Sole propteran de oceaaum, hostia cum immolante propter ad aram, ut fieret Domino sacrificium vesterumun, quo dignatus erat in lege. Passus est Christus hostia vera, homo verum, scilicet in meridie, ut declararet se mediatores Dei et hominum. Engelberth vero pari voluit eadem feria, sed in fine dii, ut ostenderet eum per bonum finem, non per precedentem vitam coronarium. . . . Hostiam sine cauda offerre non licuit [in lege], neque Deo vita bona sine bono fine placebit.

Notice Caesarius’s use of inversion in his very language to convey the notion that Engelbert’s “good end” is literally a turning around of his life, in the “vita bona . . . bona fin.” Caesarius employs this grammatical maneuver elsewhere in the Vita, for example, in his description of Frederick of Isenburg’s capture, torture, and execution; see below, pp. 76–78.

78. See below, p. 74.

79. VE II: 15, 274: “Quando oculi eius obducti sunt sanguine et involuti, anima nobis ablatia est, et quo deveniret ignara.”

80. Surprisingly, this is not the first pronouncement of a Cologne archbishop’s death to be given by a demon speaking through a nun. Thietmar of Merseburg’s Chronicle reports of a certain Abbess Gerberga to whom the same thing happened; when she broke her promise to the demon to remain silent on the matter, however, the demon beat her to death. See the account in Walter Schlesinger, *Kirchengeschichte Saarlands im Mittelalter, 1. Band: Von den Anfängen kirchlicher Verwaltungs bis zum Ende des Investiturbreits,* Mitteleutsche Forschungen 27/I (Cologne: Böhlau Verlag, 1962), 227.

81. VE II: 16, 275: “Heu! heu! [Anima] substracta est mihi et socis meis, qui illic conveneramur. Sic se ante mortem preparaverat, sic se laverat . . . ut nostri iuris nichil esset in illo.”


83. VE II: 10, 268: “Novem pro certo, quod omnes qui mee occiduntur vel quorum consilio occisus sum, male peribunt et citius quam credi possit.”

84. See the many cases of ordinary murder victims appearing to the living to proclaim revenge on their killers in Schmitt, *Ghosts in the Middle Ages.*

85. VE II: 10, 268: “Pater, non est necesse, ut me inter mortuos nomines, quia cum Deo sum et in choro mortuorum gaudio fruens indiciabilii.”

86. VE II: 1, 349: “quia quals vel quanta sit nascimus.”


88. See note 12 above.


91. See above, p. 73.

92. VE II: 17, 278–81. According to the commentators, this chapter was written and inserted into the Vita shortly after its presentation to the new archbishop Henry of Molenark in November 1226; the events described took place after his investiture. The much less painful atonement of one of the accused conspirators, Bishop Dietrich of Münster, is discussed by Theodor Rensing, “Die Ermordung Engelberths des Heiligen und die Ehrenrettung für Dietrich von Isenburg,” *Westfalen* 33 (1955): 125–43.


95. According to this account, Frederick’s punishment began on November 11 and ended with his death the following morning.

96. VE II: 17, 281:

Licit enim mala et turpi morte perierit in corpore Fredericus, speramus tamen eadem penam anime eius fuisse medicinam, eo quod bene conteret et diligenter atque frequenter tam pretium quam publice confessus se rem clamaeret et penam si illam patiens sustineret, etiam ad conficiendum membra singulari ultero offerent. Et cum in dorso eius fabricaret [Ps 128: 3] carnifex ille immiseri- cors, ictus sedecim per securum ei infligendo, non remiser vorem, ista ut omnes mirarentur.

97. VE II: 17, 280:
At Deo dispensante, cedem pene die anno revoluto, quo beatus martyris Engelbertus cum merore multorum civitati mortuos est illatus, Fridericus cum desiderio multorum per portam oppositam captivus est inflammatus. Quia die quarta, quando videlicet primum martiris septenarium celebratur agebatis, ipsa nimirum turpiter, revoluto anno, in rota tormentaliter levabatur.

98. On the circle—and in particular a wheel—as a paradigm of medieval hermeneutics, see Morrison, History as a Visual Art, 69ff.

99. The image of Engelbert blessing his enemies, which received much attention during his revival in the seventeenth century, does not appear in the primary account of the murder in the VE II: 7. In fact, prior to this statement it is only mentioned by the demon possessing the nun in Cologne (discussed above). While this justification is intriguing for what it reveals about the practice of *imitatio Christi*, it is noteworthy that Caesarius himself does not make use of it in his own explanation of Engelbert's miracles. Aside from the demonic account, the only time he evokes that scene is here, in his description of Frederick's last moments.

100. VE II: 17, 281: "[Postea usque ad matutinam in corpore durans, furtur tamen orasse et circumstantibus, ut pro se orearent, supplicasse.] Fortassit ex merito martiris Engelberti, qui mortem pro iniisius oravit, gratias habet Friderici.

101. Further information on specific persons and places mentioned in this text can be found in the footnotes to the Illica edition.

102. VE II: 7, 261: "Cedite latronem, cedite, qui et nobles exhorciter et nemi parci!"] There is some discrepancy as to the translation of this crucial sentence. In the German edition, Karl Langosch has Frederick call explicitly for the murder rather than the seizure of Engelbert: "Töret den Räuber, töret ihn, der die Adligen entehr und keinen schon!" (Langosch, Leben, 70).

*From Decay to Splendor: Body and Pain in Bonvesin da la Riva's Book of the Three Scriptures*

I would like to thank Caroline Walker Bynum for her constant help and generous support.

1. There are three twentieth-century editions of the *Libro delle tre scritture*: Bonvesin da la Riva, *Il libro delle tre scritture et il volgarle delle vanità*, ed. V. De Bartholomaeis (Rome: Società Filologica Romana, 1901), Bonvesin da la Riva, *Il libro delle tre scritture et i volgarle delle falle usce et delle vanità*, ed. L. Biadene (Pisa: E. Sporeri, 1902); and *Le opere volgarle di Bonvesin da la Riva*, ed. G. Contini (Rome: Società Filologica Romana, 1941), in which the *Libro delle tre scritture* is found on pp. 101–76. Quotations from Bonvesin's poems will be from Contini's edition. For making sense of Bonvesin's often obscure dialect, one work proves very useful: Fabio Marzi, *Ciascuno al mantello di Bonvesin* (Bologna: Patron, 1977). An English translation is available: Bonvesin da la Riva, *Volgar Scritti*, trans. Patrick S. Diehl and Ruggero Stefanini with commentary and notes by Stefanini and a biographical profile by Diehl (New York: Lang, 1987), 133–202. I will primarily use Diehl's and Stefanini's translation, indicating slight modifications with italics. On the one hand, Bonvesin has always been considered a simple "precursor" of Dante, while on the other hand, there is no direct evidence that Dante knew his work. This is probably why such an interesting author has not been given the attention he deserves. A thorough knowledge of Bonvesin's work proves extremely useful for a precise understanding of Dante's intellectual background and spirituality. This is why, in the notes to this essay, I will give some hints on a few issues that the *Book of the Three Scriptures* helps one to understand and that are equally fundamental in Dante's *Commedia*. Quotations will be from Dante Alighieri, *The Divine Comedy*, trans. Charles S. Singleton (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1970–75; rep. 1997). I have considered these issues in the dissertation entitled "Identity, Pain, and Resurrection: Body and Soul in Bonvesin da la Riva's *Book of the Three Scriptures* and Dante's *Commedia*," which I have written at Columbia University.


3. The meter employed is the monophryne alexandrine quatrains (aaaabbbb, etc.), typical of contemporary didactic poetry in northern Italy. This oral genre comes from French and consists of the translation, or rather the vernacular adaptation of middle-Latin didactic and hagiographic literature. On the technical aspects of the meter, see Avalle, "L'origine della quatermonia di Alessandrina," in *Saggi e ricerche in onore di Estore Li Gotti* (Palermo: Centro di Studi Filologici e Linguistici Siciliani, 1962), pp. 119–60. For information about the audience and the genre of this well-developed didactic literature, see Esther I. May, *The "De Jerusalem celebris" and the "De Babilonia infernalis" of Fra Giacomo de Verona* (Florence: Le Monnier, 1931, 30); Umberto Cianciolo, "Contributo allo studio dei cantari di argomento sacro," *Archivio Romanum* 30 (1918): 150–83; Avalle, "Bonvesin da la Riva," 567–68. The strong commitment to the practical usefulness of the poem could also be connected with the kind of preaching typical of the Humillati: Raoul Manselli, addressing the preaching of the Humillati, writes that "Tout en partant d'un passage de l'Evangile, on évoit des développements théologiques par se limiter à une exhortation à la pénitence, la prière, la vie de sainteté. "Italie: haut moyen âge: mouvements spirituels orthodoxes et hétérodoxes (11e et 12e siècles)," in *Dictionnaire de spiritualité, ascétique et mystique, doctrine et histoire* (Paris: Beauchesne, 1971), 5, part 2: cols. 2184–93; quation col. 2190.
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